
STEWARD'S REPORT

Sandown (SAP)
Sunday, 14 Jun 2020

Weather conditions: Showery

Track condition: Good

Officials for Meeting

Steward in Charge: C. Scott

Stewards: G. Truett, S. Gillespie & F. Verberne

Judges: J. Barlow & L. Gough

Lure Drivers: T. Adamson

Starter: B. Chapman

Kennel Supervisor: B. Mulligan

Kennel Attendants: H. Miller & C. Johnson

Veterinarian: Dr. K. Mitchell

Race 1
TAB.COM.AU

HT1
4:47 pm
515m

Maiden Heat

Due to Government Social Distancing Laws under COVID-19 and acting in accordance with GAR 51 (10), the Stewards have directed that the boxing process in
Victoria will revert to and continue under the 4-wave model being 1 & 5 boxed first, followed by 3 & 7, followed by 2 & 6, followed by 4 & 8.  Handlers are required
to exit the area after boxing and maintain their 1.5m distance from other handlers and staff at all times.

All persons (both Staff & Participants) attending today, undertook successful health screenings that in-turn, permitted entry to the venue for exclusive race-day
functions and operations.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Pre-race samples were taken from California Gold and Polite Reply.

Polite Reply crossed to the rail soon after the start checking Zambezi Icon and Laying Low.  California Gold and Polite Reply collided soon after the start.  He's Ali
galloped on the heels of California Gold approaching the first turn checking California Gold.  Bird House Brown checked off Full Flight on the first turn.  He's Ali
and California Gold collided on the first turn checking California Gold which collided with Zambezi Icon.  He's Ali and Polite Reply collided approaching the
second turn.  Polite Reply galloped on the heels of Bird House Brown on the third turn checking both greyhounds.  

Stewards spoke to Mr L. Forte, the representative of Polite Reply and issued a warning regarding the greyhounds racing manners on the third turn.

A post-race sample was taken from Full Flight - the winner of the event.

Race 2
ACCELL THERAPY HT2

5:07 pm
515m

Maiden Heat

Pre-race samples were taken from Belle Ali and Also Arandt.

Belle Ali was slow to begin.

Bessie's Daisy and Arizona Gold collided soon after the start.  Bessie's Daisy, Arizona Gold and Hebridean
Black collided approaching the first turn checking Arizona Gold.  Arizona Gold checked off Hebridean
Black on the first turn checking Belle Ali and Also Arandt; causing Arizona Gold to stumble.  Just Cruising
and Cherokee Twist collided on the first turn and again on the second turn checking both greyhounds.  Just
Cruising and Cherokee Twist collided entering the back straight checking Cherokee Twist and Bessie's
Daisy.

A post-race sample was taken from Just Cruising - the winner of the event.

Race 3
SKY RACING (0-3 WINS)

5:29 pm
595m

Restricted Win

Yellowtail Bear – Late scratching at 12:08pm when Mr K. Wright reported the greyhound to have a hip
injury (GAR 23). A 10 day stand down period was imposed. Stewards will require a veterinary certificate
before any future nomination will be accepted. 

A pre-race sample was taken from Cherokee Fawn.

Quid Pro Quo and Rebecca Gay were quick to begin.

Quid Pro Quo, Mepunga Holly, Cherokee Fawn and Flojo Mikado collided soon after the start checking
Mepunga Holly and Cherokee Fawn.  Quid Pro Quo and Flojo Mikado collided on the first turn.  Quid Pro
Quo crossed to the outside entering the front straight checking Flojo Mikado.  

Race 4
GRV VIC BRED SERIES HT1

5:52 pm
515m

Mixed 6/7 Heat

A pre-race sample was taken from Dustification.

Blue Tycoon and Galloping Occy were slow to begin.

Cornish Pixie, Dinkydi Asset and Kazoo collided soon after the start checking Dinkydi Asset.  Kazoo and
Blue Tycoon collided soon after the start.  Kazoo checked off Blue Tycoon on the first turn.  Red Light Rico
checked off Dustification on the first turn; Red Light Rico stumbled as a result.  Dustification checked off
Fernando Cazz on the second turn.  Dinkydi Asset and Red Light Rico collided on the second turn
checking Red Light Rico.  Kazoo and Dustification collided entering the back straight.  Dinkydi Asset and
Dustification collided on the third turn checking Dinkydi Asset.  Fernando Cazz checked off Blue Tycoon
entering the home straight.  

A post-race sample was taken from Blue Tycoon - the winner of the event.



Race 5
SECURE RACING LOGISTICS

6:12 pm
515m

Grade 5

A pre-race sample was taken from Bound For Blue.

Big Brebler was quick to begin.  Bodhi's Bro Kai and Mepunga Felix were slow to begin.

Bound For Blue and Maddie Zorro collided soon after the start.  Gypsies Luck and Maddie Zorro collided
approaching the first turn.  Gypsies Luck and Maddie Zorro collided on the first turn checking Maddie
Zorro.  Mepunga Felix checked off Bodhi's Bro Kai on the second turn.  Bound For Blue raced wide on the
second turn.  Maddie Zorro checked off Gypsies Luck on the second turn.  Gypsies Luck raced wide in the
home straight.  

Kiwi Swagger underwent a post-race veterinary examination - no apparent injury was reported. 

A post-race sample was taken from Big Brebler - the winner of the event.

Race 6
GET INVOLVED IN OWNERSHIP

6:32 pm
595m

Grade 5

A pre-race sample was taken from Threadin' Mikado.

New Punchline was quick to begin.

Wynburn Gold and Threadin' Mikado collided soon after the start.  Matilda Mikado and Twin Pick collided
approaching the first turn checking Matilda Mikado.  Threadin' Mikado checked off She Wiggles on the first
turn.  Threadin' Mikado and Euro Bro collided approaching the second turn checking Threadin' Mikado. 
Wynburn Gold and Euro Bro collided on the fourth turn.  

Race 7
RSN CENTRAL - 10:30 AM WEEKDAYS

6:54 pm
515m

Grade 5

Fourth Dimention - Late scratching at 4:15pm on the advice of the On-Track Veterinarian (GAR 37) due to a
left hind leg quadricep muscle injury. A 3 day stand down period was imposed. 

A pre-race sample was taken from Who Back There.

Zambora Lulu was slow to begin.  

Onya Nelly, Who Back There and Zambora Lulu collided approaching the first turn.  Who Back There and
Zambora Lulu raced wide on the first turn.  Mario Vest Only and All Show collided on the second turn. 
Smooth Operator and Onya Nelly collided in the back straight checking Onya Nelly.  Onya Nelly galloped
on Who Back There on the third turn checkig both greyhounds.  Mario Vest Only and All Show collided on
the home turn.  Mario Vest Only turned its head outwards in the home straight and collided with All Show.

Mario Vest Only underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have a left hip injury, a 3
day stand down period was imposed. Stewards spoke to trainer Mr M. Wright, regarding the greyhounds
racing manners in the home straight. Acting under the provisions of GAR 69(B)(1), Mario Vest Only was
charged with failing to pursue the lure with due commitment (by reason of injury).  Mr Wright pleaded guilty
to the charge, Mario Vest Only must perform a Satisfactory Trial (all tracks) pursuant to GAR 69(B)(1)(a)
before any future nomination will be accepted.

Race 8
TAB - LONG MAY WE PLAY

7:14 pm
515m

Mixed 4/5

A pre-race sample was taken from Suvla Bay.

Mid Life Crisis was quick to begin.  Definite Signs was slow to begin.

Devil's Corner, Nadali, Imminent Reality and Suvla Bay collided approaching the first turn checking Devil's
Corner.  Definite Signs checked off Devil's Corner on the first turn.  Imminent Reality checked off Nadali on
the first turn; causing Devil's Corner to clip the heels of Imminent Reality as a result.  Suvla Bay checked off
Weblec Ace on the first turn.  Mid Life Crisis and Playlist collided on the second turn.  Suvla Bay checked
off Nadali on the home turn.  

Definite Signs underwent a post-race veterinary examination - no apparent injury was reported. 

A post-race sample was taken from Playlist - the winner of the event.

Race 9
GRV VIC BRED SERIES HT2

7:32 pm
515m

Mixed 6/7 Heat

A pre-race sample was taken from My Girl Kizzy.

My Girl Kizzy and Xenophilius collided soon after the start checking both greyhounds.  My Girl Kizzy
crossed to the outside approaching the first turn checking Xenophilius, Big Jo and Tiger Titan.  Loz's Bling
checked off Tiger Titan approaching the first turn.  Xenophilius and Tiger Titan collided approaching the
second turn checking Tiger Titan.  Ultimate Mac and Lee Ali collided on the second turn checking Ultimate
Mac.  Lee Ali and My Girl Kizzy collided approaching the home turn checking both greyhounds.  Oriental
Rain raced wide in the home straight.  

Race 10
GRV VIC BRED SERIES HT3

7:49 pm
515m

Mixed 6/7 Heat

A pre-race sample was taken from Palace Lady.

Black Rocks, Palace Lady and Neymar Junior were quick to begin.  Lika Lottie was slow to begin.

Circumstance, It's My Party and Madam Malkin collided soon after the start checking Madam Malkin and
severely checking It's My Party; causing it to fall.  Madam Malkin checked off Lika Lottie on the first turn
causing Madam Malkin to race wide.  Lika Lottie raced wide on the second turn.

It's My Party underwent a post-race veterinary examination - no apparent injury was reported. 

Black Rocks underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have spike wounds to the left
hind leg. A 3 day stand down period was imposed.

Race 11
GRV VIC BRED SERIES HT4

8:07 pm
515m

Raining Rainbows – Late scratching at 8:35am when Mr J. Bosnich reported the greyhound to have a
tibula injury. (GAR 23).  A 10 day stand down period was imposed. Stewards will require a veterinary
certificate before any future nomination will be accepted. 

The Stewards opened and finalised an inquiry into the late scratching of Raining Rainbows at 8.35am this



Mixed 6/7 Heat morning, a short time after scratchings closed. After hearing submissions, Mr J.Bosnich acknowledged he
had failed to scratch greyhound prior to scratching time. 

Mr.Bosnich pleaded guilty to an offence under GAR 86(o), in that he negligently failed to withdraw the
greyhound 'Raining Rainbows' before the appointed scratching time despite being aware that it was not fit
to race.  A fine of $200 was issued with $100 suspended for 12 months.

A sample was taken from Mepunga Royal upon arrival at the course.  

A pre-race sample was taken from Lawson Drive.

Jamo and West Of Westeros were slow to begin.

West Of Westeros checked off Fernando Frank soon after the start.  Jamo and Fernando Frank collided
approaching the first turn checking Jamo.  Lawson Drive and Jamo collided on the first turn turn checking
both greyhounds; checking West Of Westeros which raced wide.  Mepunga Royal checked off Estrella Starr
on the first turn checking Fernando Frank.  Lawson Drive and Jamo collided on the second turn checking
both greyhounds.  Well Grounded and Mepunga Royal collided on the second turn.  Well Grounded and
Mepunga Royal collided on the third turn checking Well Grounded.  

Race 12
GRV VIC BRED SERIES HT5

8:28 pm
515m

Mixed 6/7 Heat

A sample was taken from Sheer Bliss upon arrival at the course.

A pre-race sample was taken from Amlin Crystal.

Sheer Bliss and Magic Marcia were quick to begin.  

Graphic Design crossed to the inside soon after the start checking Sizzling Sam.  Lightning Fury and Enter
The Son collided approaching the first turn.  Arizona Eyes checked off Enter The Son approaching the first
turn.  Lightning Fury and Enter The Son collided on the first turn checking both greyhounds; causing
Lightning Fury to race wide.  Sizzling Sam checked off Arizona Eyes on the first turn.  Sheer Bliss, Amlin
Crystal and Graphic Design collided in the back straight checking all three greyhounds.  Amlin Crystal and
Graphic Design collided several times from the third turn to entering the home straight.  

A post-race sample was taken from Magic Marcia- the winner of the event.




